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’ INTRODUCTION

Understanding friction on the microscopic level is a funda-
mental problem with important practical applications. On the
nanoscale, in particular, the dominance of the surface over the
bulk renders the control of adhesion, friction, and wear essential
to the development of devices with moving components such as
micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS).
Many experimental studies in nanotribology are carried out by
means of the atomic force microscope (AFM), which provides a
single-asperity contact with the substrate. The physical quantities
usually derived are the interfacial work of adhesion γ (i.e., the
work per unit area required to separate the surfaces from contact
to infinity1) and the interfacial shear strength τ, which has
dimensions of frictional force per unit area and describes the
intrinsic resistance to sliding of an interface.2 These quantities are
commonly determined by fitting the results of friction force
measurements to contact mechanics models.3

In this article, we apply first principle density functional theory
(DFT) calculations to obtain γ and τ for two planar diamond
surfaces in contact with one another. The calculated values
should be regarded as limiting values because the simulated
surfaces are commensurate and infinitely flat. Nevertheless, they
can provide useful information for understanding the effects of
different surface properties on the tribological performance. In
this work, we consider, in particular, the effects of surface atomic
structure and passivation on diamond tribology.

Diamond is an excellent material for tribological applications,
both on the macroscale and on the nanoscale, where it is con-
sidered to be a very promising substitute for silicon in MEMS/
NEMS.4,5 Diamond tribology has been the subject of many
experimental6�13 and theoretical6,14�23 studies. A comparison of

different sliding directions and surface orientations was per-
formed by means of AFM and classical molecular dynamics
(MD).6 The hydrogen-terminated H�C(111)-(1 � 1) and
H�C(001)-(2 � 1) surfaces were considered. AFM measure-
ments, carried out with hydrogenated amorphous tips, showed
higher adhesion and friction forces for (001) versus (111)
surfaces. The increased friction forces were attributed to a higher
contact area due to the higher adhesion, thus no significant
differences were reported for the shear strength, in agreement
with the MD simulations. In another AFM-based study, the
friction of a diamond tip on hydrogenated (111) and (001)
surfaces presented similar intensities on both surfaces and turned
out to be almost independent of the sliding direction and the
load.7 Classical MD simulations of self-mated, planar (111)
surfaces14,15 and (001) surfaces16 predicted a slight frictional
anisotropy and a similar frictional dependence on load for both
surfaces. These results deviate from macroscopic observations:8�10

friction and wear measured for the (111) surface are usually
lower than for the (001) surface, which also exhibits marked
anisotropy. Concerning the effects of surface passivation, it is well
established both experimentally11�13 and theoretically17�23 that
surface termination by hydrogen or other adsorbates, such as
dissociated water molecules, present in humid air reduces friction
and diamond wear.

Here we evaluate the effects of the surface atomic structure by
quantitatively comparing γ and τ calculated for three interfaces
obtained by mating fully hydrogenated diamond surfaces with
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ABSTRACT:We propose a method to calculate the ideal shear
strength τ of two surfaces in contact by ab initio calculations.
This quantity and the work of adhesion γ are the interfacial
parameters usually derived from tip-based friction force mea-
surements. We consider diamond interfaces and quantitatively
evaluate the effects of surface orientation and passivation. We
find that in the case of fully passivated interfaces, γ is not
affected by the orientation and the alignment of the surfaces in
contact. On the contrary, τ does show a dependence on the
atomic-scale roughness of the interface. The surface termination
has a major impact on the tribological properties of diamond. The presence of dangling bonds, even at concentrations low enough to
prevent the formation of interfacial C�C bonds, causes an increase in the resistance to sliding by 2 orders of magnitude with respect
to the fully hydrogenated case. We discuss our findings in relation to experimental observations.
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different orientations/reconstructions and relative align-
ment: H�C(111)/H�C(111), H�C(001)/H�C(001) and
R90�H�C(001)/H�C(001). The latter consists of two H�C-
(001) surfaces rotated by 90�, one with respect to the other. In
investigating the effects of surface passivation, we focus on one
interface structure, H�C(001)/H�C(001), and we vary the
hydrogen coverage. We consider, in particular, θH = 75%,
θH =50%, and θH = 0, which coincides with a bare C(001)/
C(001) interface.

’METHOD

We perform plane wave/pseudopotential calculations.24 The approx-
imation for the exchange-correlation functional is selected by perform-
ing test calculations on the structural and electronic properties of bulk
diamond: we compared the local density approximation (LDA) to the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in two different parametri-
zations, PW9125 and PBE.26 The results obtained with PBE turn out to
be in closest agreement with experiments.20 The ionic species are
described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials, and the electronic wave func-
tions are expanded in a plane-wave basis. On the basis of test calcula-
tions, we use a cutoff of 30 Ry to truncate the expansion.
We consider the (111) and (001) surfaces of diamond with hydrogen

termination. The most stable phase for the H�C(111) surface is the
dereconstructed (1 � 1) surface presenting a hydrogen atom on top of
each surface carbon atom, whereas H�C(001) presents a (2 � 1)
reconstruction consisting of monohydrogenated carbon dimers.27,28 A
representation of the 2D cells used to simulate the surfaces is reported in
Figure 1. The k points used in the calculations are generated through the
Monkhorst Pack (MP) algorithm.29 A (10� 10� 1) MP grid is used to
sample the Brillouin zone of the (111) surface, and a (5� 10� 1) MP
grid is used for the (001) surface.
The system consisting of two interacting surfaces, from now on refer-

red to as the “interface”, is simulated by periodic supercells containing
two slabs in contact and a vacuum region of 30 Å that separates the
periodic replicas along the z direction. Test calculations revealed that
slab thicknesses corresponding to 12 and 9 carbon layers are sufficient to

simulate the (111) and (001) surfaces, respectively. The external layers
of the contacting slabs are hydrogen-terminated.

The interaction energy of the twomating surfaces is calculated to be v =
(E12

tot � E1þ2
tot ), where E12

tot is the energy of the supercell containing two
interacting slabs at the equilibrium distance and E1þ2

tot is the energy of the
supercell containing two noninteracting slabs (i.e., two slabs separated
by a vacuum region that is 15 Å thick on both sides). We calculate v for
different relative lateral positions of the two surfaces, constructing in this
way the potential energy surface (PES) experienced by a surface cell
when translating along the substrate. Figure 1a shows the homogeneous
grid adopted to construct the PES for the H�C(111)/H�C(111)
interface. Each grid point indicates the position of the hydrogenated
carbon atom of the upper surface (not shown) within the substrate unit
cell. Four symmetry points of the hexagonal lattice are selected, namely,
the top site T, the bridge site B, and the two hollow sites H1 andH2. The
latter two sites differ in the position of the carbon atom immediately
below the surface layer (the first layer): H1 is located above a C atom of
the second layer and H2 is above a C atom of the third layer. In
Figure 1b, the grid used to sample the (2 � 1) cell of the H�C(001)/
H�C(001) interface is shown. Each point indicates the position of the
center of a dimer of the sliding surface within the (2 � 1) cell of the
substrate. The grid points are labeled by T to indicate that they belong to
a top sliding channel where their superimposition between the dimers of
the two surfaces is higher and by H to indicate that they belong to a
hollow sliding channel where the superimposition between the dimers of
the two surfaces is lower. The R90�H�C(001)/H�C(001) interface is
simulated by using a (2 � 2) cell. In this case, the dimers of the sliding
surface lie along the [110] direction (i.e., perpendicularly to the dimers
of the substrate surface).

A structural relaxation of the system is performed at each lateral
position by keeping fixed the three bottom layers of the lower slab and
optimizing all the degrees of freedom except for the (x, y) coordinates of
the three topmost layers of the upper slab. In this way, during the
relaxation the distance between the two surfaces (initially fixed to 1.5 Å
between the atoms belonging to the interfacial layers) could reach its
equilibrium value, zeq, at each fixed lateral position. The PES, v(x, y, zeq),
is obtained through a bicubic interpolation of the calculated energies.
The PES absolute minimum defines the work of adhesion: γ =�vmin/A,
where A is the area of the surface unit cell (A = 12.8 Å2 for the (001)
surface and A = 5.5 Å2 for the (111) surface). The PES absolute
maximum defines the potential corrugation Δv = vmax � vmin. The
lateral force fR experienced by a surface unit cell during its displacement
along the direction R is obtained as fR = �3Rv. We register the most
negative value, fR

s , of the periodic function fR as the maximum resistance
to sliding along the considered direction. The interfacial shear strength is
then obtained as τR

s = f R
s /A. The superscript s, which will be abandoned

from now on, indicates that the calculated shear strength is obtained
from the static friction force and not from the kinetic one.

’RESULTS

Effects of Interfacial Atomic-Scale Roughness. The effects
of the interfacial atomic structure on the adhesion and shear
strength are investigated by considering the fully hydrogen-
terminated interfaces represented in Figure 2a. The interface
obtained by self-mating H�C(111) surfaces (left panel) is
smoother than the interface obtained by self-mating H�C(001)
surfaces identically aligned (center panel). In this case, parallel
dimer rows shape deep interfacial trenches. The latter ones
disappear if one surface is rotated by 90� with respect to the
other one (right panel). In spite of the different morphology, we
find that the three different pairs of surfaces present the same
equilibrium separation and similar adhesion energies. These

Figure 1. Bidimensional representations of the unit cells used to
simulate the (a) H�C(111) and (b) H�C(001) surfaces. The grids
employed to construct the PESs of the corresponding sliding interfaces
are also represented. (See the text.)
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properties are clearly determined by the identical termination of
the considered surfaces. The CH bonds of H�C(001) and
H�C(111) surfaces present almost the same polarization: the
calculated L€owdin charges30 indicate that the hydrogen atoms on
the H�C(001) (H�C(111)) surface present a charge depletion
of δH = þ0.16e (þ0.15e) whereas the carbon atoms present an
extra charge of δC =�0.14e (�0.13e) with respect to the valence
charges. The polarization, the orientation, and the length (dCH =
1.05 Å) of the CH bonds remain essentially unchanged when two
surfaces are brought into contact. The presence of a layer of fully
saturated polar bonds produces high repulsion between the
surfaces at small separation. We observed, in fact, that during
the process of structural relaxation, the two surfaces, initially
positioned 1.5 Å apart, increase their separation until the top
surface, which is free to move along the z direction, reaches a
distance of zeq = 3 Å between the terminating H atoms of the two
surfaces in contact. Identical equilibrium separations are obtained
for all three considered interfaces. The corresponding interaction
energies, which are a few millielectronvolts per (1 � 1)
cell, are reported in Table 1. The negative sign indicates adhesion
between the surfaces. It is well known that DFT calculations
based on LDA, or equally on GGA where the exchange-correla-
tion energy is a functional of the local electronic density, are not
able to describe the nonlocal part of van der Waals interactions
accurately. The adhesion energies reported in Table 1 should
then be considered to be affected by an error whose magnitude
depends on the chosen approximation of the exchange correla-
tion functional. However, the trends highlighted by the compar-
ison of the results can be considered to be reliable. Furthermore,
the description offered by the present calculations seems to be

not too far from reality: the work of adhesion measured for a
diamond tip on a fully hydrogenated ultrananocrystalline dia-
mond surface,13 γ = 10mJ/m2, is in very good, maybe fortuitous,
agreement with our results (Table 1). In the case of H�C(111)/
H�C(111), we obtain the same value calculated by Qi et al. by
means of DFT-GGA(PW91) calculations.19 The work of adhe-
sion γ values obtained for the three considered interfaces are very
similar. This finding differs from that reported by Gao et al.: by
interpreting the results obtained by AFM measurements, they
estimated work of adhesion values that were 45�60% lower for
the H�C(111) surface than for the H�C(001) surface.6 Such a
large difference cannot be accounted for by the difference in
tip�surface interaction caused by the different arrangement of
C�Hbonds on the two surfaces. If the surfaces considered in the
experiments are not substantially dissimilar from the crystalline
surfaces considered here, then a possible reason for the different
adhesion values measured on H�C(111) with respect to H�C-
(001) could be a different degree of passivation, even caused by
H desorption during the tribological test. The energy required to
create a dangling bond on theH�C(001) surface is, in fact, lower
than that on the H�C(111) surface.31

We consider now the influence of the interfacial atomic-scale
roughness on the PES shape. A bidimensional representation of
the PESs obtained for the three considered interfaces is shown in
Figure 2b. The grayscale indicates the variation of the surface
interaction energy as a function of the relative lateral position.
The absolute minimum (in black) is taken as a reference, and a
common energy scale is used. The corrugationΔv of each PES is
reported in Table 1. By comparing Figure 2a,b, one can readily
see that the PES shape exactly resembles the interface shape. This

Figure 2. (a) Ball-and-stick representation of the three considered hydrogen-terminated diamond interfaces. (b) The corresponding PESs are reported
below each structure. The grayscale indicates the variation of the surface interaction energy per (1� 1) contactΔvwith respect to its minimum value. A
common energy scale is used for comparison. (c) The potential profile (�) and the lateral force (---) per (1 � 1) contact plotted as a function of the
surface relative displacement along the symmetry directions indicated by the arrows on the PESs.
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result suggests that the atomic-scale roughness may play a role on
the nanoscale similar to that played by the macroscopic rough-
ness in influencing the frictional properties of systems. The PES
obtained for the H�C(001)/H�C(001) interface presents a
corrugation that is about 6 times higher than the PES corrugation
obtained for the smoother H�C(111)/H�C(111) interface
(Table 1). The PES presents features of the substrate structure
convoluted by the slider structure. Thus, by rotating the slider
with respect to the substrate, as in the case of the R90�H�C-
(001)/H�C(001) interface, the PES is smoothed and becomes
as flat as the H�C(111)/H�C(111) PES.
The differences observed in the PES corrugation and anisot-

ropy appear in the frictional forces. In Figure 2c, we report the
potential profiles experienced by the slider when it is displaced
from the PES absolute minimum and moved along the two
symmetry directions indicated by arrows. In the case of the (001)
surface, we consider the [110] and [110] directions, which are
minimum-energy paths (MEPs) because they connect PES
minima passing through saddle points. In the case of the hexa-
gonal lattice, we consider the [110] and [112] directions. The
latter path is considered for comparison even if it is not an MEP
because it passes thorough the PES maxima. The lateral forces
acting on the slider unit cell when displaced from the PES
absolute minimum and dragged along the considered directions
are represented in Figure 2c with dashed lines. The maximum
values recorded for the restoring forces, fR

s, are reported in
Table 1. We can observe that static friction does not exhibit
any significant dependence on the sliding orientation in the case
of H�C(111)/H�C(111) and the R90�H�C(001)/H�C-
(001) interfaces. On the contrary, for the anisotropic H�C-
(001)/H�C(001) interface fx

s is about four times lower than fy
s:

when sliding along the [110] direction, the dimers of the upper
surface remain within a top sliding channel, whereas when sliding
along the [110] direction they alternately cross top and hollow
sliding channels, which produces rapid variations of the surface
interaction energy and thus higher frictional forces.
The calculated shear strengths are on the order of megapascals

(Table 1), in particular, a few megapascals on average for
H�C(111)/H�C(111) and R90�H�C(001)/H�C(001) and
a few tens of megapascals for H�C(001)/H�C(001). Thus, our
calculations predict better tribological performances for atom-
ically smoother diamond interfaces: a slider, like an AFM tip,
should slide more easily on the H�C(111) surface than on the
H�C(001) surface if the two surfaces present the same hydro-
gen termination. This result is in agreement with macroscopic
observations8 but deviates from that reported by Gao et al., who
attributed the higher frictional forces measured by AFM on the
(001) surface with respect to those on the (111) surface to a

higher contact area due to higher adhesion, obtaining in this way
similar shear strengths for the two surfaces of about 100 MPa.
Effects of Dangling Bonds. Abundant hydrogen is present in

CVD processes, thus diamond surfaces obtained by this growth
technique are mostly hydrogen-terminated.32 First principles
calculations of surface energy showed, in fact, that the hydro-
gen-terminated phase of both the (001) and the (111) surfaces of
diamond is more stable than the bare phase.33 During surface
sliding, carbon dangling bonds (DBs) can be produced on
hydrogenated surfaces bymechanical rubbing, and their presence
can cause a significant frictional increase as observed in tribolo-
gical tests carried out in vacuum or under dry conditions.34,35

Here we quantitatively analyze the effects of DBs on the adhesion
and shear strength. Toward this aim, we consider the H�C-
(001)/H�C(001) interface and realize different interfacial den-
sities of DBs. In particular, we simulate three different hydrogen
coverages: θH = 75%, obtained by including one DB per interface
cell; θH = 50%, with two DBs per cell; and θH = 0, obtained by
self-mating two clean C(001) surfaces. The latter system may be
representative of a situation where a high density of DBs is
present. The optimized configuration of the partially hydroge-
nated interfaces is shown in Figure 3a. Under conditions of low
DB concentration, where carbon bonds are not established at the
interface as in the case of θH = 75%, the surface equilibrium
distance is reduced with respect to the fully hydrogenated
conditions (Figure 3a, left panel) and the attractive interaction
between the surfaces is slightly increased (Table 2). The curve
representing the interaction energy as a function of the surface
separation v([x, y]min, z) presents, in fact, a deeperminimum that
is shifted toward shorter distances with respect to the fully
hydrogenated interfaces.36 The nature of the surface interaction
is completely altered when the DB density becomes high enough
to allow the formation of covalent bonds at the interface, as
happens for θH = 50% (Figure 3a, central panel). In this case, the
work of adhesion increases by 3 orders of magnitude with respect
to the fully passivated interfaces (Table 2). The formation of a
C�C bond at the interface was possible in our quasi-static
calculations thanks to the short distance between the slabs
selected for the starting configuration of the relaxation process.
The interaction between two bare diamond surfaces, θH = 0,
results in a cold welding of the surfaces, even if a stable surface
reconstruction is present on the surfaces in contact (Figure 3a,
right panel).
The increase in the adhesion energy caused by the presence of

carbon DBs at the interface is accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the PES corrugation. By comparing Tables 1 and 2, we
can observe that Δv increases by about 1 order of magnitude in
the presence of a 25% density of DBs with respect to full

Table 1. Interaction Energy Calculated for the Surface Relative Position Corresponding to the PES Absolute Minimum, vmin =
v([x, y]min, zeq)

a

(1 � 1) contact interfacial

interface vmin (me V) Δv (me V) fx
s, fy

s (pN) γ (mJ/m2) τx, τy(MPa)

H�C(111)/H�C(111) �2.8 0.4 0.2, 0.7 7.9 3.6, 12.6

H�C(001)/H�C(001) �3.8 2.2 0.7, 2.6 9.4 10.9, 40.6

R90�H�C(001)/H�C(001) �4.7 0.5 0.5, 0.7 11.8 7.8, 10.9
aThe PES corrugation Δv and the maximum restoring forces along symmetry directions (Figure 1) are reported per (1 � 1) cell. The corresponding
interfacial quantities (i.e., the work of adhesion γ and shear strength τ) are also reported. Fully hydrogenated interfaces having different atomic structures
are compared.
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hydrogenation. And the presence of a 50% density of DBs
produces a PES corrugation that is 3 orders of magnitude higher.
The modifications in the PESs caused by the presence of carbon
DBs are clearly visible in Figure 3b (Note that different energy
scales are used for the three different interfaces.) The presence of
carbon DBs on both mating surfaces shapes deep minima in the
PES located at the grid points corresponding to the surface
relative positions where covalent carbon bonds are established,
namely, T3 for the θ = 50% interface and T4 for the θ = 0
interface. This is clearly visible in the potential profiles reported
in Figure 3c: to displace the top surface from position T3 (T4), a
lateral force of fx = 1.1 nN (fx = 1.8 nN) per (1� 1) surface cell is
necessary. The situation is even worse if the displacement occurs
along the direction perpendicular to the dimers, the y direction,

causing a higher detachment of the surfaces in correspondence
with the hollow channels. This situation gives rise to a high
friction anisotropy, which is particularly evident in PES obtained
for the bare diamond interface that presents high- and low-
energy channels in correspondence with the hollow and top
sliding channels, respectively. The calculated shear strengths for
H-depleted surfaces presenting interfacial C�C bonds are on the
order of gigapascals (Table 2) (i.e., three orders of magnitude
higher than the shear strengths obtained for fully passivated
interfaces). In the case of the bare interface, τ approaches the
ideal shear strength calculated for bulk diamond, which is 93
GPa.37 It has recently been shown by molecular dynamics that
the sliding of two unsaturated diamond surfaces leads to the
gradual destruction of the surfaces.38 The resulting amorphous
interface layer grows with a rate that strongly depends on the
surface orientation and sliding direction, in agreement with the
experiments.8,39

’CONCLUSIONS

We present a method to calculate the ideal interfacial shear
strength τ by ab initio calculations. In particular, we construct the
potential energy surface (PES) that describes the variation of the
adhesion energy γ between two surfaces in contact as a function
of their relative lateral position. We then select relevant mini-
mum energy paths and calculate the T = 0 static friction force as
the maximum resistance to climbing the PES along the selected
directions. These forces, normalized to the area of the contact,
gives the shear strength, which we define as ideal because the
considered interfaces are commensurate and infinitely flat. We
apply this method to diamond, and we quantitatively evaluate the

Figure 3. (a) Lateral view of the interfacial configurations corresponding to the minimum interaction energy beteen partially passivated diamond (001)
surfaces. θH indicates the interfacial hydrogen coverage. (b) Calculated PESs. Different energy scales are used. (c) Potential profiles and lateral forces per
(1 � 1) contact along the [110] and [110] directions.

Table 2. Interaction Energy Calculated for the Surface Re-
lative Position Corresponding to the PES AbsoluteMinimum,
vmin = v([x, y]min, zeq)

a

(1 � 1) contact interfacial

interface vmin (eV) Δv (eV) fx
s, fy

s (nN) γ (J/m2) τx, τy(GPa)

θH = 0.75 �0.005 0.04 0.08, 0.05 0.01 1.3, 0.8

θH = 0.50 �0.6 0.6 1.1, 1.2 1.6 17.2, 18.8

θH = 0 �3.0 3.3 1.8, 5.6 7.5 28.1, 87.5
aThe PES corrugation Δv and the maximum restoring forces along
symmetry directions (Figure 3) are reported per (1 � 1) cell. The
corresponding interfacial quantities (i.e., the work of adhesion γ and the
shear strength τ) are also reported. Interfaces obtained by self mating
two (001) diamond surfaces presenting different interfacial H coverages,
θH, are compared.
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effects of the interfacial atomic structure and the degree of
passivation on γ and τ.

We find that the adhesion of fully passivated surfaces is not
affected by their orientation and relative alignment. On the
contrary, the shear strength is found to be more sensitive to
the interfacial morphology. In particular, we find that the PES
corrugation directly reflects the interface atomic roughness. The
shear strengths obtained for the smooth H�C(111)/H�C-
(111) and R90�H�C(001)/H�C(001) interfaces are less than
10 MPa whereas in the case of the atomically rougher H�C-
(001)/H�C(001) interface the calculated τ is more than double
on average. The structural anisotropy characterizing this latter
interface gives rise to a frictional anisotropy that is almost absent
in the other two interfaces.

A major impact on the intrinsic resistance to sliding of
diamond interfaces is caused by the presence of dangling bonds.
When decreasing the interfacial hydrogen coverage of H�C-
(001)/H�C(001) to θH = 75%, the average shear strength
increases by 2 orders of magnitude. This fact deserves attention
becauseC�Cbonds are not formed in ourmodel interface atθH=
75% coverage. For the lower hydrogen coverages considered,
θH = 50 and 0%, covalent bonds are formed between the surfaces
and the increased adhesion (γ is on the order of J/m2) is
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the interfacial shear
strength that approaches the ideal shear strength of bulk dia-
mond in the case of bare surfaces in contact.
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